
Ad Breaks

What are Ad Breaks on Facebook? 
Ad breaks are short ads that appear before or during longer-form videos 
on Facebook that build loyal fan followings. Publishers and creators decide 
which videos they want to monetize, and we tailor the ad experience to the 
viewer based on where they're watching... which could be in News Feed, on 
your Pages, in a Group, or on Watch. There are three types of ad breaks 
today - mid-roll, pre-roll, and image ads.

Mid-roll Pre-roll Image Ads
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Best Practices for Ad Breaks
The cornerstone of achieving and maintaining ad break eligibility and 
earning meaningful revenue starts with creating the type of content that 
viewers have told us works best: longer videos that people seek out and 
want to come back to.  

While our eligibility standards are meant to provide basic guidelines to 
ensure that publishers and creators are on a path to making money with ad 
breaks, we have seen that publishers and creators find the most success by 
following certain best practices:  

• Create Longer Content: Longer thematic content provides more 
opportunities for fans to engage and keeps your audience coming back 
for more.  

• Build a Loyal Audience: Viewers seek out content they love in places 
like Watchlist and Search. An audience eager to watch the latest video 
makes the content more likely to monetize.  

• Engage Your Community: Creating meaningful content for your 
community encourages them to engage and watch more of your video. 
The more the content connects with an audience, the more likely they 
will be to continue watching the video after an ad break.  
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How to Get Started
Step 1: Check eligibility and onboard to ad breaks. This can be done in 
many different ways:  
• Go to fb.me/joinadbreaks to check eligibility for Pages and onboard on 

the spot to ad breaks.  
• Uploading videos via video composer - if eligible for ad breaks, there's an 

option to onboard a Page as qualifying video content is uploaded. 
• Through Facebook communications - we'll send you a notification on 

your Page, through email, or through Creator Studio when a Page 
qualifies for ad breaks. 

Step 2: What to do after onboarding  
• Save time and optimize ad placements with our Automatic Placements 

feature. It's on by default when a Page onboards to ad breaks and finds a 
natural spot in videos  

• Select ad placements on a per-video basis instead of Facebook 
automatically choosing a spot. When uploading videos, a publisher can 
choose the spots in the video where an ad break can appear.  

• Monetize the back catalog of eligible videos in Creator Studio - Pages 
can now turn on Automatic Placements for all previously uploaded 
videos that qualify for ad breaks. 

http://fb.me/joinadbreaks
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How to Get Started

To learn more about ad breaks and to get more detailed instructions on how to get started, 
please visit our Help Center: fb.me/adbreakshelpcenter

Step 3: Monitor performance within Creator Studio  
• Creator Studio is where a publisher or creator can go to review 

monetization insights, see monetized videos, check estimated earnings 
from ad breaks, review payment-related statements and more. Creator 
Studio also provides more about viewers on a per-video basis, helping 
understand what content works best to optimize ad breaks payouts and 
improve earnings.

http://fb.me/adbreakshelpcenter

